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Simplicity and functionality

The easiest solutions are very often the best 
solutions. The College line’s universal design is perfect 
both for auditoriums and lecture halls. The biggest 
advantages of the armchairs are durability and 
the possibility of arranging them flexibly. The wide 
range of finishes allows for choosing upholstery that 
matches the character of every hall. The materials 
used in the armchair are high quality and durable, 
yet affordable.

The supportive structure of the armchair is a frame made 
of powder-coated steel. The seat has been ergonomically 
contoured with rounded edges, which increases the user’s 
comfort. The backrest ensures the right spine support. Both 
the seat and the backrest are made of multilayer beech 
plywood. They are also available with upholstered pads.

The functionality of the College armchairs is increased by 
additional equipment elements, which help users organise 
themselves. The foldable desktop made of beech plywood 
with horizontal adjustment facilitates notes taking. An 
alternative to this option is a shelf made of melamine 
board, which is fixed permanently to the armchair. The 
steel, chromium-plated basket made of durable and flexible 
materials helps users keep the hall neat and tidy – it is the 
ideal place for a folder, laptop or other small personal items.

Thanks to the use of a special flexible solution for combining 
chairs in rows, the width between neighbouring seats can be 
adjusted smoothly. Another good solution is the automatically 
foldable seat, which makes it easier for users to move 
between rows.

Taking care of the space aesthetics, it is possible to equip the 
first row with a special front-covering panel made of beech 
plywood.

SimpliCiTy And 
funCTionAliTy



  The ergonomically contoured seat ensures great comfort.

  Additional upholstered pads increase the user’s comfort. 

  A fixed shelf or foldable desktop facilitates notes taking.

  A basket enables users to keep the hall neat and tidy.

  The possibility of adjusting armchair dimensions means more 
flexible space arrangement.

CharaCteristiC features and available 
options:

We manufacture products at a global level. our chairs are 
characterised by top quality and the highest durability. in all 
of our production plants we have implemented the best quality 
management system: ISO 9001:2000. At the same time, we 
take care of the natural environment. We use the environmental 
management systems created according to the ISO 14001 
standard in the majority of our factories. This enables us to 
minimise our impact on the natural environment and confirms 
that our products contain no heavy metals.

Certified produCtion:

nowy styl Group reserves the rights to change the 
constructional features, upholsteries and prices of products.
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* particular dimensions can be individually adjusted to a given project. 
All dimensions are in centimetres.
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assembly types:

assembly options:

Stairs

floor type:

flat 

armchair arrangement:

in a curvein a straight 
line 

Type A 
to the step riser

Type C
to the floor


